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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent interesting study, Raggett, Hempson, and Jukes [I] had set up a mathematical 
model for a lazy and forgetful student who desired to pass a certain course of a given 
time duration with the least amount of work. The assumptions made are the following: 
A,: The student starts the course (of m weeks duration) with an initial knowledge KO. 
Al: The student’s intake of knowledge in any week varies as the square root of the time 
he puts into the course. This includes class hours plus home study. 
A3: The student forgets a constant fraction 1 - b (0 5 b I 1) per week of what he already 
knows. 
Al: To pass the course, the student must attain a given knowledge level K at the end of 
the course. 
Consequently, if K, denotes the student’s knowledge level at the end of the nth week and 
W,, denotes the hours the student puts in on the course during the nth week, we obtain 
the following difference equation relating K, and W,: 
K n-l = bK, + aVG for n = 0, 1,2,. . ,m. 
Here a is a constant of proportionality and b as noted above is the constant “remembrance 
factor.” The W,,‘s are the student’s control terms. These are to be varied by the student 
to achieve his objective, i.e. minimizing the total work WI + W2 + ... + W, put into 
the course subject to the constraint K, 2 K for passing the course. 
Of course, it would be quite helpful if the student was able to increase the factors u 
and b, but as noted previously these are at first assumed to be constant during the course. 
Subsequently, in Sec. 8, we do allow these factors to vary. 
Raggett et al. solved this optimal control problem by invoking Pontryagin’s maximum 
principle [2]. In a subsequent article, Bondi [31 solved a continuous analogue of the prob- 
lem using the standard Euler-Lagrange formalism of the calculus of variations. However, 
he did not bother to establish to sufftciency for his solution (no doubt since it is physically 
intuitive). In a later study, Woodside [4] redoes both problems using Lagrange multipliers. 
Additionally, in the continuous model he uses the more general work function aW> 
(0 < y < 1) instead of an. Also, like Bondi, he does not establish sufficiency. 
At the end of their article, Raggett et al. discuss ways to make their model more realistic. 
For example, by changing aa to UK, and also by requiring that W,, be bounded. 
since each day only consists of 24 hours. They also noted that the problem could be solved 
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using Lagrange multipliers instead of the maximum principle and finally, in their last 
sentence, “that the problem is effectively that of minimizing the distance of a hyperplane 
from the origin.” 
Here we give a more elementary treatment (which was alluded to) by using the Cauchy- 
Schwarz-Buniakowsky inequalities and which establishes both the necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions for the optimal policy. Then, using Holder’s inequalities. we extend both 
the discrete and continuous models for the work function aw. The method also extends 
to higher order equations for both models. Finally, we impose the additional realistic 
constraint condition W, I W, in the discrete model. The solution here is a non-calculus 
one; it is geometric using level surfaces in n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Incidentally, the elementary treatment here makes the models more amenable for el- 
ementary mathematical modelling courses. In this regard, we have started with the sim- 
plest models and have then worked up to the more general ones. In particular, I found 
the treatment here went over very well in my last class on mathematical modelling. Perhaps 
this was partially due to the fact that many students, either by design or by default, are 
already more or less using the optimal policy found here. 
2. SOLUTION OF K,,, = bK, + a~‘=, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
We take a naive approach and solve for K, in terms of the Wi’s. Since the homogeneous 
equation K,,, , = bK, has the solution K, = cxb”. we assume that K, = &b”. Substituting 
back, we obtain the telescoping difference equation 
cbn-, = 4, = g+Cz 
This is solved simply by letting n = 0, 1, . . . . rn successively, 
and adding to give 
&I - 40 = 
K - b”K,, 
ab” 
Our problem now is to minimize 
WT = wi 
vmvm VK = - + - + . . . + 
b b2 6” * 
+ wz + *.. + w, 
(1) 
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subject to the constraint (1). We use the Cauchy inequality 
with equality iff(u,, ~2, , . . . a,) = X(bi, 62, . . . , b,). (Vectorially, this is equivalent 
to / A j2 1 B 1’ 2 (A.B)’ or 1 2 cos2 9). It now follows that 
VR VR \m z 
(W, - wz f ... f W,) - 
b 
+ 6’ + ... f 6” 
> 
with equality i’f Wi = h/b”. The A is determined from the constraint condition (l), i.e., 
K - b”Ko 
ub” 
Also. 
Since the optimal Wi increase geometrically with i, the optimal policy requires the student 
to work little at the beginning of the term and the maximum amount at the end. For the 
extreme case b = 1 (100% memory retention), the student should work uniformly during 
the term. For the other extreme case b = 0 (no rtseekfy memory), the student should not 
even bother to come to class. His optimal policy is to do no work until just before the 
final exam. This provides a justification for “cramming” for exams. Graphically, we have 
Fig. 1 with smooth curves drawn between the points. 
As a comparison (for general b) as to how much a student can save in work time. we 
compare the total work done under the optimal policy vs. that for a uniform work policy. 
It follows easily that 
Wunii. = m 
K - bmKo 1 - b ’ 
U 1 - 6” 1 
Thus. 
Wrpin. ll+bl-b” - = --- 
Wunif. 
As expected intuitively, the savings in total work hours is greater the longer the course 
duration and the smaller the retention factor. This is numerically illustrated by the fol- 
lowing augmented table from Woodside for values of W,i,./ Wunif, as a function of m and 
b. 
b 
\I 
0 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.50 0.75 0.90 0.95 1.00 
m 
12 ,083 ,092 ,101 1’5 .I55 250 S48 ,886 ,970 1.00 
15 ,067 .07-l ,081 :100 ,124 ,200 ,454 ,834 ,954 1.00 
24 ,042 ,046 ,051 ,063 .077 ,125 ,291 ,675 ,891 1.00 
30 ,033 .037 ,041 ,050 .062 ,100 .233 282 .841 1.00 
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Fig. I. Optimal work policy. 
Even though we will subsequently prove more general results which include the above 
two monotonicity results, we include the following independent proofs for pedagogical 
reasons. 
First we show that 
1 1 - b” 
G(m) = ; 1 
+ b” 
is a decreasing function of m for m 2 1 and 0 % b 5 1. It suffices to show that 
-& log G(m) I 0 or that 
61rn - !arm,mlogl. 
2 - b 
0 
m 
Since $ = em log l”, (2) is equivalent to the known inequality sinh x 5 I for x 2 0. 
Here x = m log l/b. 
Now we show that 
I+b l-b” 
H(b) c - . - 
l-b ltb” 
is an increasing function of b for 0 5 b 5 1, m L 1. Here it suffices to show that 
$ log H(b) L 0 or that 
1 - bzm 2 m(l - b’)b”-’ 
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which can be written as 
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I(x) 5 sinh rn.r - m sinh .r 2 0 (3) 
where .r = log l/b so that x I 0. Since Z(0) = 0 and I’(x) = m cash m.r - m cash .r 2 
0 for m L 1, (3) is valid. 
3. EXTENSION USING THE MORE GENERAL WORK FUNCTION aU?; 
Here the difference equation is 
K,_, = bK, + aW’Tl+, where 0 5 y I 1. (4) 
Solving as before, we obtain 
K-b”Ko w W-4 
ab” 
= - + -_z I . . . + 3 
b b2 b” ’ 
To minimize the total work WT = W, + Wz + ..+ + W,, we now use Holder’s inequality 
{c an}‘@ {z b,}l’q 2 c atiP b!iq 
where a,, b, 2 0, $ + 6 = 1, p > 1. There is equality iff (a,, n2, . . , ~4 = h(b,, 62, 
. . . , b,). It now follows that 
with equality iff Wj = h/b j’(l -y) The h is determined by substituting back in the constraint . 
condition (4). Also 
W&in. {C A}” = K ,,“-““O 
or 
The optimal study policy is again an increasing geometric sequence and the ratio of the 
minimum work to the work for a uniform work function is 
Wmin. 1 i( 
1 _ bl/(‘-y) 1-Y 1 _ (,“I 
-=- 
Wunif. m 
1 _ brnl(I--$ 
> 
To prove that this ratio is decreasing in m and increasing in b is more bothersome than 
before (for the special case y = f) and will be done at the end in the Appendix. 
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4. GEOMETRIC SOLUTION AND EXTENSIOS 
We now reconsider the initial control problem in Sec. 1 and give a geometric method 
for determining the optimal policy. Using this geometric method, we can then make our 
model more realistic by including the additional constraint that the work function is 
bounded, i.e., Wi 5 W. where W. is given. This makes our treatment more elementary 
and amenable to students than ones using Pontryagin’s principle, Kuhn-Tucker optimality 
conditions, or Lagrange multipliers. 
Our geometric method is the problem-solving pattern of “Level Lines or Surfaces” [5] 
and which, incidentally, is the geometric idea behind Lagrange multipliers. We first il- 
lustrate the method with two examples. 
A. First we consider the classic problem of locating a point P on a given line such that 
AP + BP is a minimum (Points A and B are specified) (see Fig. 2). If this problem is 
given in a calculus course, it will be invariably solved by setting the derivative of the 
distance function equal to zero. This method is very general and will work here since the 
minimum point is not an extreme point. While it is important to have general methods, 
since they help illuminate the structure of a subject, this does not mean that we should 
always be using such general methods in actually obtaining solutions of particular prob- 
lems. Especially so, if the general method leads to cumbersome calculations. The usual 
calculus solution would locate the minimizing point at some specified distance from point 
C. As this solution does not shed any particular light on the problem, let us now consider 
a geometric solution which is suggested by the physics of light travel. Incidentally, this 
is the way Heron, the Alexandrian scientist of the first century A.D., solved the problem. 
In addition to the elegance of this method, it provides the germ of the theory of geometric 
optics and it can be taught at a much lower grade level than the calculus. 
It has been observed physically that when light rays reflect off a smooth surface, the 
angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. Also, the time it takes the light to travel 
between two specified points will be an extremum (not necessarily a minimum). Eit,her 
property will imply the other in our problem. Although these physical principles have not 
been established rigorously from a mathematical point of view, there’s no harm done by 
using them to make an intelligent guess at the solution. Those teachers who completely 
refrain from having ‘a taint of physics’ in their mathematical courses should strongly note 
the extraordinary success that physics has had in explaining and predicting numerous 
phenomena in the universe. In Fig. 3, assume that a light ray from point A travels to point 
B after being reflected by the mirror 1. Also assuming that A& = B&2, how do we 
construct such a path? An observer at B looking into the mirror will not see A but an 
image of A. Where this image point is located is suggested by where the image is when 
looking directly into a mirror. The image is symmetrically located with respect to the 
mirror. 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. IMinimum path by reflection. 
Here AA’ I 1. AC = CA’ and P is the intersection of A’B with 1. It now follows that 
UPC = L4’PC and A& = BhJ. To show that AP + s is indeed the minimum path 
as suggested by physics, consider any other path a + @. Since AQ = A’Q by sym- 
metry, the desired result is a consequence of the elementary theorem that the sum of the 
lengths of any two sides of a triangle is greater than the length of the third side. 
This is a much more satisfactory solution than the calculus one. Admittedly, if one 
interpreted the derivative equation properly, one would also obtain that the angle of 
incidence equals the angle of reflection. 
In maxima and minima problems, it is often fruitful to consider ‘level lines.’ If one is 
trying to maximize or minimize a quantity Q, the level lines or curves are those along 
which Q is constant. In the problem here, the level lines are the locus of point P such 
that AP + BP = k (a constant). Thus, the level lines are ellipses whose foci are at A and 
B. It follows that the minimizing point P on line 1 is given by the ellipse which is tangent 
to 1. 
Since we have already established that APM = BPN, we get. as a bonus, the theorem 
that the focal radii of an ellipse make equal angles with any tangent (Fig. 4). 
B. Minimize .r2 + >’ subject to the constraint F(x, ~1 = 0. Although it is not necessary. 
we assume that F(.r, p) = 0 represents a smooth closed convex curve. The level lines 
associated with this problem is the family of curves x2 + y2 = k’ where X- is a variable 
parameter. Geometrically, the level lines are concentric circles centered at the origin. 
This leads to the following Fig. (5). The point P of contact of the curve F = 0 with the 
smallest circle of the level line family is the minimizing point. Also, the point Q of contact 
of F = 0 with the largest circle is the maximizing point. Since a radius is perpendicular 
to a circle and since F = 0 is smooth, OP and OQ are normal to F = 0. One should nou’ 
see the connection with Lagrange multipliers. 
The problem in Set . 1 came down to minimizing WT = WI f W2 + ... + W,,, subject 
to the constraints W; 2 0 and fllb + n/b’ + ... + a/b”’ = constant. Letting 
fl = .Ti, the problem becomes 
Minimize .r: + .r; + ... + .rL subject to 
_Yi 2 0 and aixi + U2X: + ... + cI,I, = rl 
where A and CI~ are constants and CI] 2 a2 2 ... 2 a,,,. 
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Fig. 4. Minimum path by level lines. 
Geometrically, this is equivalent to finding the shortest distance from the origin in a m- 
dimensional rectangular coordinate system to a hyperplane. So all we need do is find the 
foot of the perpendicular from the origin onto the plane. Note that there, the level surfaces 
are the concentric m-dimensional spheres xf T ,rf + ... + x2 = k’ and is just a space 
generalization of example A. 
For simplicity of illustration, we will take m = 3. Here, the level surfaces are the 
spheres xy + .rZ + x: = k’ and the constraint condition is the part of the plane cllxl + 
Cz~_YZ + u3x3 = A in the first octant (by virtue of ,T; 2 0). See Fig. 6. 
Now let us impose the further conditions .\‘i 5 B. This restricts the feasible region of 
points (x1, x2, x3). Previously, these could be any points in triangle AIA2A3. Now we are 
limited to some convex polygonal subset of A1A2A3. In the following picture (Fig. 7.), 
we are restricted to a hexagonal region since the chords of the triangle do not intersect. 
Fig. 5. ,Minimization of x2 - y’ by level lines. 
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P - foot of normal from 0 to plane 
Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7. 
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More generally, we can have the following Z-dimensional picture (Fig. 8.) for the feasible 
region: 
Al 
Fig. 8. The feasible region (hatched). 
The foot P of the perpendicular from the origin onto the plane will always land in the 
interior of triangle A,AzA~. If P lies in the feasible region (hatched), we are done. If not, 
either the coordinates of P satisfy 
(i) II > B or (ii) .rl > B and _Y? > B. 
Cnse (il. Here the foot of the perpendicular is P, so that one of the level surfaces 
XT + .K$ + xs = ky is tangent to plane AlA2A3 at P,. We keep on increasing /2, until one 
of the circles of intersection just touches a chord of the feasible region giving the optimal 
point Q,. 
Case (ii,. Here the foot of the perpendicular is PI and is the point of contact of 
.r? + .r? + _rz = k3 with AIAzA3. We increase k, until the circle of intersection just touches 
a vertex of the feasible polygonal region. 
To solve the m-dimensional problem. we first find the foot of the perpendicular P. If 
all the coordinates _yi of P satisfy _ri 5 B, we are done. If not, we set .rl = B and then 
consider the reduced (n - I)-dimensional problem in the same way. Thus, the general 
solution will be of the type xl = .r2 = .*+ = X, = B, and the remaining _ri’s will be in a 
decreasing geometric progression. It is also possible. if B is sufficiently small. that there 
isn’t any solution. 
We can also solve the following more general problem in a similar way but with more 
labor: 
Minimize 44-r,) + N-Y?) + ... + 44.L) given that 
and where 6(-r) is an increasing strictly convex smooth function with 6(O) = 0. 
Here the level surfaces +(x,) + +(.r2) + ... + 6(1,) = X- are strictly convex and there 
will always exist a unique value of k such that level surface is tangent to the hyperplane 
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c ai.r, = A. Since the two normals at the tangent point must coincide, the point of tangency 
is given by c$‘(x;) = Ani. i = 1, 2. . . . m. h will usually have to be determined numerically. 
If 15 is a power function. h and the _ri can be determined explicitly. The determining 
equation for x is 2 n,b( ha,) = A where Ilr is the unique inverse ofb’ (which is an increasing 
function). Since Q(0) = 0 and 4 is increasing, a unique h exists by continuity. If all the 
coordinates _ri of the tangent point satisfy .ri 5 B. we are done. Otherwise, as before. we 
set .rl = B and consider the (m - I)-dimensional problem the same way. 
My colleague H. Wolkowicz notes that the same solution would be obtained if one 
used the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. 
5. GENERALIZATIONS TO HIGHER ORDER EQUATIONS 
The method in Sec. 2. can be also used on linear difference equations with constant 
coefficients of higher order. We illustrate the extension by the follow.ing second order 
control problem: 
Minimize W, - Wz f ... + W,, given that 
K n-2 - (a + b)K,_ , + abK, = cv’w,, n = 0. 1, . m - 1. 
w; 2 0. K. and K, given, CI, b, c constants > 0 and K,- I 2 K (given). 
In terms of the E operator (EK,, = K, _, 1, 
(E - n)(E - b)K,, = CT%‘,,_ ,. 
Thus. 
c 1 
K, = -- (E _ n)(E _ b) vw,,, - - - E-b 
\.’ W,, - , . 
We now let 
1 
and M,, = - \I= 
E-b 
so that 
and 
K, = -& IL, - M,] 
K,, = 
Since Eqns (5) are 
IT) 
(6) 
L,!_ , - aL,, = v’=. M, - I - b,Vt, = \ z. 
L, = a”(Lo + l/iqla i- \~la2 1 “. - \ W,ia”). 
Jf,, = b”(:tf” + \qlb f mlb’ + ... - \,‘Kia”,. 
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Also. LI = aLo 
to determine Lo 
Km-, = c 
a-b 
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t Vu’, , M, = brci,, f x-. These two latter equations with (6) serve 
and JfO. Then 
{Loam-’ - Mob”-’ + VR(am - b”) 
+ VR(a”-’ - b”-‘) f ... i L’W,(a - 6)). (7) 
Assuming that a > b, we now wish to minimize 
WT = W, + W2 + .‘. f W,, subject to 
(a” - bm)fl T (a”‘-’ - b”-‘)fl i ... + (a - b)m = constant. 
The minimum is obtained as before using Cauchy’s inequality and is achieved for 
W, = h(a”-l-’ _ p’-I-r)Z 
where A is determinable from (7). 
6. THE CONTINUOUS MODEL 
Here the analogous equation is 
M(r) 
- = -cK(r) + aW(t)?, 0 < y < I, c > 0. 
dt 
and we wish to minimize 
Wdt=--$ f cK}“~ 
where K(0) = K. and K(T) = KT. Analogously to the difference equation in Sec. 2, we 
solve for K(t): Since 
DKe”’ = aec’WY, 
K(7’je”’ - K. T = eC*W(t)Y dt. 
a 
Then by Hiilder’s integral inequality, 
with equality iff W(t) = Aecf’(‘-Y1. y is determined from (9). i.e., 
r 
AY @l---h, dt = K(T)e” - K” 
a 
(9) 
or 
c(K(T)eCT - Ko) 11-i 
h= 
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Then for the minimum work we have 
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J 
A(1 - Y) 
In!“. = If 
ir(,--y, - 1). 
c 
As in the discrete case of Sec. 1. vve compare J,,, with the total vvork Junlf. done if 
W(t) is a constant W,. in [0, T]. Then from (9) 
and 
c( K( T)e’T - &I = 0LE-J (e”T - I] 
Therefore, 
Jmi,, lY 
-= 
Junlf. 
(IO) 
In the Appendix, we will show that this ratio is decreasing in CT. 
7. GENER,ALIZATION TO HIGHER ORDER EQUATIONS 
We illustrate the extention by the folltiwing second order control problem 
I 
T 
Minimize J = W(t) dt given that 
0 
and that K(T) = Kr 
We proceed in a w’a): analogous to the solution of the discrete problem in Sec. 5. We first 
solve for K(t): 
I 
Letting f.(t) = D L - WY, etc.. we find that 
a 
K(t) = j-& [L(t) - M(t)1 
= f-_ {Ae-,Jf _ Be-“’ _ e-“’ I ’ e”‘\+,-f dt _ 0 
and where A and B are determined by the conditions K(0) = 
= bK, + K, and cB = nKo t K,. Then letting t = T, 
e - hf I ,17. ehr W’ dr}. 
K,). K’(O) = K,. Thus. c.4 
I 7‘ W(f)y{e-~l(~--rl _ ,-h(7--iI} jr = tb - a)K(T) + Be_h7- - Ae-“7. (I I) 0 C 
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To minimize J = W(r) dt subject to (11). we again use Holder’s inequality, i.e.. 
I-_v 
with equality iff 
tt’(t) = ~[r-“‘7‘-11 _ ,-h(T-rl]lJl-u) 
and where A is determined by substitutin g W(t) back into (I 1). Whence. 
J = {(b - a)K(T)/c f Be-“’ - AT-“~.}“-’ 
ml”. 
ii 
,)’ [,-MT-t, _ ,-hlT--rl]l Ii--y) dt 
I 
II -y,,y. (12) 
8. THE DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS MODELS WITH VARIABLE 
COEFFICIENTS 
Using the same methods as before, we can solve the discrete and continuous control 
problems even with known variable coefficients. For equations of higher order than one. 
we assume that the equations are given in factored form so they are soluble. For example. 
K ,,_, = b,,,,K,, f II ,,_, U;;_,. (13) 
(E - b,,NE - c,,)K,, = a,,-iIt::-,. ( 11) 
[D + c(t)]K(t) = dt)W(t)Y, (15) 
[D + b(Z)][D + c(t)]K(t) = o(f)W(tP. (16) 
It is assumed that the variable coefftcients b,_ 1, a,_, , etc. are known for n = 0, 1, 2, 
. . . . This allows for possible weekly changes in the retention factor, etc. While the 
solutions to (13) and (15) are still fairly simple, the solution to the higher order equations 
are somewhat “messy.” 
APPENDIX 
Morzotowicit~ results 
Here we show tha .t ratio from Sec. 3. 
is first decreasing in m (for continuous m 2 I), and then secondly increasing in b in [O, 11. 
Equivalently, we first show that 
I 1 _ b”’ - 
VI’ [ 1 - b ,m,, -y, I-y 1 
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is decreasing in m. After some elementary manipulation. the given expression can be 
rewritten as proportional to 
where 2.~ = m log l/b and cr = 1 - y. It will be convenient here and subsequently to 
have the following 
LEMMA. F (xVF(.r/cr)” is decreasing in 
.r 2 0 for 0 < a < 1 if F(x)F”(.T) 2 F’(x)‘. 
Proof. The given expression will be decreasin= 0 if its logarithmic derivative is 5 0. i.e., 
if 
The latter will follow if F’IF is increasing or that DF’IF 2 0. 
sinh .r 
Now letting F(X) = - 
x * 
F’(x) = 
.r cash .r - sinh .‘c 
2 
F,,(.r) = (.Y’ - 7) sinh .Y - 2.r cash .r, 
$ 
Thus, FF” - F” = 
sinh’ .Y - .r2 
X4 
2 0. and CVmln.! CVuni~, is decreasing in m 
To show that the latter ratio is increasing in b. we need show that 
is increasing in 6. Again, after some elementary manipulation. the expression can be 
rewritten as proportional to 
sinh /lz.ta 
S(x) = Y--&y f 
where now 3.r = log lib and cx = I - y. Since I decreases in b. \ve need to show, that 
Sk) is decreasing in X. We now apply the lemma again with 
sinh 17r.r 
F(x) = =.r 
64 
Then, 
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F’(x) = 
m sinh .r cash mx - cash .r sinh m.r 
sinh’ I 
F”(r) = (m’ + 1) sinh’ .r sinh m.c + 2 sinh mx - Im sinh .Y cash .K cash mx 
sinh’ .r 
and Fr - F” = sinh’ m.r - m2 sinh’ .r 
sinh” .r 
. The latter is 2 0 since sinh mx 2 tv sinh x for 
m 2 1 and .Y L 0. Thus, W,in.i\Vunir. is increasing in b. Finally, we show that J,,“./J,“if. 
in Sec. 6 is decreasing in cT. Again, after elementary manipulation. the expression can 
be rewritten as proportional to 
where 3x = CT and cx = 1 - y. That R(x) is decreasing has already. been established. 
This is not surprising since this is the continuous analog of the discrete model. 
As open problems. we conjecture that both 
Wrnin. Jrnin. 
- in Sec. 3 and - 
Wunif. Junif. 
in Sec. 6 
are decreasing in y in [O, 11. 
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